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Abstract: Society’s concerns with electricity consumption have motivated researchers to improve on
the way that energy consumption management is done. The reduction of energy consumption and the
optimization of energy management are, therefore, two major aspects to be considered. Additionally,
load forecast provides relevant information with the support of historical data allowing an enhanced
energy management, allowing energy costs reduction. In this paper, the proposed consumption
forecast methodology uses an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and incremental learning to increase
the forecast accuracy. The ANN is retrained daily, providing an updated forecasting model. The case
study uses 16 months of data, split in 5-min periods, from a real industrial facility. The advantages of
using the proposed method are illustrated with the numerical results.
Keywords: artificial neural networks; electricity consumption; industrial facility; load forecast;
machine learning
1. Introduction
The definition of pricing schemes and investment strategies in the electric sector can be affected by
the uncertainty in the consumption, generation, and generation costs [1,2]. Smart grids can improve
the management of electricity by providing the means to supply relevant data to support decisions [3].
The reduction of energy cost and energy life extent are two important points studied in the context of
smart grids [4]. These aspects are within the context of Demand Response (DR), which is related to the
reduction of electricity consumption in particular periods in order to decrease the electricity costs [5,6].
The forecasting tasks raise answers in smart grid environments and within the DR context in the
domain of power system operation and planning [7]. The demand response also has a big impact on
the power system, easing the balance between the production and the generation [8]. Moreover, smart
grids enable access to large volumes of data that can have a great impact on the monitoring of these
power systems [9].
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The energy management of a building’s real-time measuring data may be used in energy forecast
tasks in a building in order to optimize the management of energy [10]. An Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) trained with optimization algorithms is a model composed by neurons structured in layers
and linked through weighted connections. The layers include the input layer that receives the data,
the output layer that provides the result, and the hidden layers that perform the operation between
the input and output with the support of activation functions. Moreover, ANN is described by an
iterate process that uses the feedforward algorithm in order to calculate the output, but also uses
the backpropagation algorithm in order to improve the network itself. This is a process repeated
for a consecutive amount of times [11,12]. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is a non-parametric learning
algorithm that makes forecasts by calculating similarities between input samples and training instances.
This is accomplished with the distance metric support, which identifies the nearest neighbors [13,14]. RF
is an ensemble algorithm that supports the creation of multiple decision trees with random possibilities,
each one capable of producing a response. The prediction will be composed by the response with the
highest votes [15].
The algorithm can be used in a varied number of applications. Electricity price forecasting is one
of these examples that has received accurate results for hour-ahead applications [16]. Wind energy
applications can also be taken as an example, showing that with different network structures and
different parametrizations, the results of ANN are different [17]. Additionally, long term applications
are also considered, such as the forecasting of electrical power demand [18]. The use of univariate and
multivariate methods in industrial load consumption contexts is discussed [19].
In the present paper, the major novelty aspect is the implementation of an incremental learning
approach, which benefits from the most recent consumption values available to train the ANN
incrementally, supported by adequate data pre-processing for the electricity consumption in an
industrial building. The proposed methodology uses real-time data and forecasting algorithms in order
to improve the forecasts of industrial facility electricity consumption. The research and application of
electricity management solutions integrated in the context of industrial facilities and demand response
scenarios was addressed by the authors of the present paper in [20]. The use of five-minute periods
for forecast tasks as well as the inclusion of a one-week test and more than one-week train sets are
considered in [20]. However, while in [20] the forecasting technique that provided more accurate
results in a specific building based on different input decision scenarios was selected with the support
of trial and error processes, in the present paper incremental learning is used in order to re-train
the implemented ANN. In this way, it is proposed to run the training service regularly in order to
capture the most updated behavior of electricity consumption. An ANN is used [21], as it was found
in previous research to be the most adequate forecasting technique in this application. Additionally,
the goal of this paper is to research the best forecasting technique model option and to use incremental
learning in order to keep track of updated information, thus improving the forecast results. The first
stage of the proposed methodology describes how to deal with missing and incorrect data. In the
second stage, the forecasting service is supported by periods split by 5 min intervals. Every day at
midnight, the training data is updated during the forecast process.
After this introduction, the time series forecasting is explained with detail with the support of
forecasting applications in Section 2. The different stages of the proposed methodology are explained
in Section 3. In Section 4, a case study explores the aspects considered in the study. The results of the
case study are shown with detail in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions.
2. Time Series Forecasting
Load forecast applications studied within the scope of industrial facilities keeps an open view
about particular factors useful in the industrial domain [22]. In fact, load forecast is very relevant for
example in the scope of the DR, which brings technical and economic potential to industrial energy
facilities [23]. Strategies to deal with demand response problems are discussed, in order to balance the
demand for the power with the supply and to reduce the energy in peak load periods, in [24,25]. The
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load forecast is, in fact, a time series forecast. Recent literature has shown that time series forecasting is
a field integrated in the machine learning domain with focused research in many publications [26]. In
fact, a lot of these publications explore neural networks applications recognizing the importance of the
algorithm architecture decisions [27]. Time series forecasting is a process that predicts future events
based on a historical trend with data that has an active role in business decision making in several
domains. Moreover, researchers take into account traditional time series techniques such as ARIMA
and SARIMA, while also considering advanced techniques including BATS and TBATS [28]. The time
series forecasting is stated to be fundamental for many applications, including business, stock market,
and exchange. Additionally, several researches study the different forecasting algorithms in their
performance including Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), genetic
algorithms, and fuzzy time series methods [29]. As mentioned in [27], some time series forecasting
problems study architectural decisions of ANN models instead of researching the performance of
several forecasting algorithms. The research in [30] proposed a new model considering a systematic
procedure in the model’s construct. Recurrent Neural Networks are stated as powerful tools in
solving various models [31]. Multivariate time series predictions are used on several time series fields,
including power energy, meteorology, finance, and transportation [32].
The existence of large amounts of historical data and the need to obtain accurate forecasts leads
some researches to study machine learning strategies to deal with time series problems [33]. Moreover,
some researchers provide importance to classical methods providing capabilities that include problem
solving, storing memory, and understanding human language [34]. In fact, problems concerning
energy-related data for time series forecasting, more specifically electrical, solar, and wind energy
problems, have a great impact on society [35].
The complexity of the time series is a topic explored in [36]. In fact, smart building monitored
data is a recommended complexity time series example, giving importance to sensor data measuring
several devices that should provide more complete information, including heating and air conditioning
data [37]. The research taken place states that data mining applications outperforms the classical ones.
Error evaluation metrics are a crucial point in the algorithm’s evaluation used to prove this aspect [38].
3. Methodology Description
In this section, the proposed methodology is described step by step. These are split in
parametrization and dataset reducer, training service, forecasting service, and forecast accuracy
analyzer. The set of steps is integrated in several machine learning tasks, which include the extraction
and reduce of data, the analysis of the best algorithm application, the cleaning of data, and the
scheduled forecasts. Considering the existing real-time data, a sample representing consumption data
is sent initially to trigger activities known as the dataset reducer and the forecasting parametrization
decision maker that intends, respectively, to perform data selections and parametrization decisions
with the goal of providing more accurate forecasts. The resulted data from these two activities are sent
to the training service where the data cleaning activity intends to perform operations resulting in more
reliable data. Still, in the training service, the training activity makes data adjustable and prepared for
forecasting tasks. The forecasting service uses the prepared data to perform the intended forecasting
tasks with the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) algorithm. The proposed methodology diagram is
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed methodology diagram regarding the forecast and production planning update.
ANN: Artificial Neural Network.
3.1. Parametrization and Dataset Reducer
The first step, which includes parametrization and a dataset reducer, focuses on the parametrization
of parameters integrated in the data warehouse domain. The actions involved in this step are focused
on two aspects that intend to provide more accurate forecast results. Both aspects require the analysis
of a sample with consumption data featuring similar behaviors as the real-time data. The real-time
data is the monitored energy from an industrial facility. The first aspect, known as the data set reducer,
considers the simplification of data to a new version with a similar content to the original version but
with fewer details. The exclusion of irrelevant and unwanted information is a task of big importance
that has impact on the forecasting reliability. However, discarding information might mean that
relevant information is being discarded as well. Hence, there is a balance between proving complete
information and avoiding the excess of data. The dataset reducer performs automatic operations
selecting subsets of data, gathering the most recent and relevant information. Thus, the reduction of
data is intended to be activated each day at midnight, gathering more updated information, while
discarding older content in order to keep the same dimension of data. More precisely, each time the
data reduction is triggered, the information is updated, with the data belonging to the next day of the
week while the data corresponding to the older day of the week is discarded.
Although the reduced version is applied to the historical data, the same insights apply to the
real-time data. The second aspect known as forecasting parametrization decision maker considers the
definition of parameters that should provide more reliable forecasts. The first parameter, known as
the learning rate, consists of how precise the algorithm should learn with the provided data. Smaller
rates result in a more precise analysis with the disadvantage of taking more time, while larger rates on
the other hand perform less accurate analysis providing the results for lower periods of time. The
learning rate should be a small rate, taking into account that it should not be lower than needed in
order to provide the learned analysis in a reasonable time. The hidden layers neurons consist on
how much neurons should support the hidden layers. The number of neurons should be big enough
to a more supportive learning process resulting in more accurate forecasts. The number of epochs
consists of the quantity of iterations that the model is trained. Larger numbers of epochs correspond to
additional training, while overfitting can occur if the number of epochs is too large. An early stopping
parameter is used to overcome the overfitting issue, allowing to stop training the model when no
further improvements are being made. Using early stopping enables using a larger number of epochs
while preventing overfitting. The validation split consists of the percentage of data that should be
considered in order to validate the data.
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Both the reduced version of the dataset and the machine learning architecture are sent, respectively,
from the dataset reducer and the forecasting parametrization decision maker to the training service.
This step is only run once.
3.2. Training Service
The training service is a step that performs training tasks in the context of the machine learning
domain. The activities implicit in this service are split in two tasks, the data cleaning and the training
with data. Moreover, the mentioned tasks are influenced by the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
method, which is reliable on the most recently updated data available in order to achieve more
accurate forecasts. The data cleaning reorganizes the data sample, making it suitable for forecast
operations. Additionally, it performs data manipulation operations that intend to make it more
understandable by the forecasting technique. It is noted that measured and recorded data might be
very inconsistent, overloaded, and confusing. Therefore, the sampled data are rearranged through
cleaning data operations in a varied number of ways in order to produce more accurate information.
The first aspect considers the gathering of data, which reads the consumption and the time it was
recorded and places that information in six different fields: year, month, day, hour, minutes, and
consumption by kWh. Afterwards, the adjustment of time reads the minutes information exactly in
which instance it was recorded and replaces it instead by the time period that the instance belongs
to. This is accomplished by if-then rules. The information associated with the six different fields is
saved, keeping the system aware of the information of that period during the next gathering of data.
This strategy makes it possible to observe a subset of data and make decisions where it is necessary to
manipulate it to make sure that each time period is unique and associated to a single consumption,
thus providing complete information but avoiding overloaded data at the same time. The detection
of missing data is accomplished with if-then rules and triggered if the time period that is supposed
to succeed the previous measurement does not match the actual time period, meaning that there are
time period measures that were not monitored and recorded. The addition of missing information
is accomplished by adding duplicated consumptions belonging to the previous time period until
there are no more consumptions to be added which eventually breaks the loop. Furthermore, the
aggregation takes an active role by summing consumptions that belong to the same time period, thus
making sure that a time period has a unique consumption. The strategy consists of keeping summing
the consumptions from each iteration until it detects that a new iteration takes place in the actual
time period, which leads to save the aggregated consumption in the set of inputs. Finally, the outlier
treatment is also applied by removing any outliers existing in the dataset and replacing it by the mean
of the occurrence that is presented previously and afterwards. The outlier’s detection is accomplished
by the average and standard deviation calculations and if-then conditions. The mentioned statistics
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where S is the standard deviation industrial energy in F, F is the frame as basis for SD calculation, n is
the current moment, t is the exact period, E is the industrial energy, and A is the average industrial
energy in F.
The average and standard deviation calculations are obtained as evidenced in Equations (1) and (2)
with the gathering of industrial energy information placed on periods between the current moment
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and a frame created as basis. More concretely, the frame represents the time period that the user is
distanced from the current moment. The average frame is described by the ratio between the sum of a
sequence of industrial energy values placed in an exact period by the established frame. The standard
deviation represents the squared root of the inverse frame times the sum of the difference between the
average and the respective current moment industrial consumption placed on a time period.
The outliers’ existence is detected with the support of if-then that considers that outlier anomalies
are featured under one of the two possible conditions. The first anomaly case states that the value
obtained is higher or equal than the sum of the average and a multiple version of the standard deviation
across an established frame. Alternatively, a second anomaly case states that the forecast value obtained
is lower or equal than the difference of the average and a multiple version of the standard deviation
across an established frame. The correction strategy to deal with these anomalies consists of replacing
the actual values with the average of the values that precede and succeed the original counterpart.
Further details concerning the detection and correction of these anomalies can be seen in Equation (3):
P(t) ≥ A + εS∨ E(t) ≤ A− εS := E(t) =
E(t− 1) + E(t + 1)
2
(3)
where A is the average industrial energy in F, ε is the error factor, E is the industrial energy, t is the exact
period, S is the standard deviation industrial energy in F, F is the frame as basis for SD calculation.
The error factor represents a quantitative number that multiplied by the standard deviation
provides awareness about how detailed the outlier detection is concerning the deviation of each
industrial consumption to the average placed on an exact period. Therefore, larger error factors tend to
assign fewer outliers.
Additional and manual cleaning operations are required in order to deal with the existence of
weeks with unreliable data. The strategy consists of deleting weeks presenting this anomaly. The
presence of data featured by non-useful days is considered unreliable, and as such validates the
discarding of these days from the week samples. The new version of data resulted from all these
cleaning operations is characterized by its greater interpretability allowing forecasting techniques to
use more reliable information, which results in fewer errors. The training operations considers that the
split of the data resulted from the cleaning operation in training and test data, the first one featuring
the historical data and the latter featuring the forecast targets.
This step is performed automatically after the ending of the tuning process; however, it is possible
to be run again with the triggering of training requests. Regardless of the event that triggers the training
service, it should be noted that the running of the tuning process is a prerequisite as manipulate data
operations integrated in the training service require the reduce version of the dataset obtained from
the tuning process. Additionally, the machine learning technique needs to be received by the training
service in order to later be used in the forecast service. The production scheduler has an active role
in the training service required at certain points in time, and retrains data in order to achieve lower
forecast errors on the forecast service.
3.3. Forecasting Service
The forecast service is a step that performs prediction tasks scheduling; each one of the observations
is present in the set of test targets. The forecasting service receives the resulted data split on the training
and test sets with the best interpretation and with a suitable structure for machine learning tasks.
The predictions of the test sets are supported with the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method and
triggered inside the forecasting service with the support of a production scheduler. This scheduler
determines the respective test iteration to be forecasted. The forecasting service with the information
provided by the scheduler makes the predictions and additionally asks the forecast accuracy analyzer
to provide its test evaluation.
This step is performed automatically after the end of the training service; however, it is iteratively
run again according to the schedule, which is synced to the test targets. The schedule will determine
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the last iteration according to the set of test observations. Additionally, it is possible to run this step
again by triggering a new forecast request, which triggers the training service in order to update the
training information as a means to improve the forecasts.
3.4. Forecast Accuracy Analyzer
The errors calculations provide awareness about the deviation of the obtained values in the
predictions from the actual values. These error values measure the performance of each one of the
algorithms. This study applies the weighted absolute percentage error (WAPE) and the symmetric
mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE). More concretely, WAPE is an error metrics that measures
the ratio between the sum of absolute differences of the predicted value and the actual observation
divided by the sum of the actual observations. Detailing SMAPE, this evaluation measure is an error
metric provided by the ratio between the absolute difference of the predicted difference and the actual
demand divided by half between the sum of the predicted value and the actual demand. Further
















where EF is the forecast industrial energy, F is the frame as basis for calculation, and t is the period.
The error metrics WAPE and SMAPE were classified in this problem as the most pragmatic
evaluation choices concerning the problem at hand. Similar metrics to WAPE and SMAPE were
researched including the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
MAE lacks a scale to the average demand, which generally results in low accuracy; thus, the MAE
metrics ends up being discarded from this study. While MAPE, like WAPE, provides awareness about
the magnitude of the errors in a set of predictions, the first one presents one problem. MAPE calculates
the ratio for each iteration, placing the actual consumption instead of the sum of a set of energy values
in the denominator. Therefore, there is a risk of a real consumption being null and the division being
impossible. To avoid this issue, WAPE is used instead, as an alternative for MAPE. Additionally, a
square metrics known as root mean square percentage error (RMSPE) was also studied. This metrics
replaces the absolute difference with the square deviation of the demand and the predicted counterpart.
Hence, RMSPE provides awareness about the distance of the errors in the set of predictions in addition
to the magnitude already provided by WAPE. However, a disadvantage was found in RMSPE, which
impacts a lot the accuracy of predictions. This metric does not treat each error the same giving more
importance to the biggest errors. Therefore, a big error is enough to result in a very bad RMSPE in a set
of predictions recalling the square deviation notion.
4. Case Study
The historical data of the industrial company is composed by a set of consumptions provided
from five to five minutes. The selected data is set from 1 January 2018 to 13 April 2019, presenting a
total of 62 weeks. The weekly consumption is visualized in Figure 2, which shows all the weeks in the
data set. Additionally, the time series present in Figure 2 present a set of 1728 in the time axis, which
corresponds to one week of 6 days concerning periods of 5 min.
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The 62 weeks presented from 1 January 2018 to 13 April 2019 show a very similar behavior
presenting five daily patterns from Monday to Friday featuring industrial consumptions behaviors that
are usually in a range between 0 and 50 kWh, and a Saturday pattern featuring low activity usually
below the 20 kWh. Although the case study featuring the 62 weeks provides low insights about the
daily progress for each one of the six days, a few observations can be identified. The week starting
featured by the Monday early morning presents consumption behaviors near the 0 kWh due to the
continuation of Sunday, which presents no activity at all. The consumptions activity starts at some
point during the Monday morning presenting consumptions increases that grow from nearly 0 kWh
to above 20 kWh. This is followed by nonlinear variations that stay in the range between the 10 and
50 kWh. The end of the day features low consumptions staying below the 10 kWh.
The pattern is repeated, respectively, for Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. The only
difference is that the early mornings of each day are represented by low consumptions that stay below
10 kWh instead of the continuation of Sunday behavior, where there is no activity at all.
Saturday presents very low activity staying below the 20 kWh slowly decreasing as the day
progresses until it starts reaching the Sunday beginning, which features no activity at all. Although
each one of the 60 weeks present different behaviors, the daily patterns follow the mentioned behavior.
5. Results
This section presents the obtained results using the case study presented in Section 4. The
cov red points are synced with the aspects explored in the methodology presented in Section 3.
The Sections 5.1–5.4 cover all the observations and insights from each phase taken from the
proposed methodology.
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5.1. Parametrization and Dataset Reducer
This sub-section is based on the methodology illustrated in Figure 1 and explained with further
detail in Section 3.1. The reduction of data is the first aspect to be studied. The historical data supports
a fixed size of 61 weeks in any weekday forecast. Thus, retraining, featured in Section 3.2, requires
the participation of the reduce process in order to discard older information while new information is
updated. Moreover, the decision making concerning the parametrization of the algorithm studies the
best alternative that should provide more accurate results. Two error metrics, including WAPE and
SMAPE with the appliance of ANN, provide awareness about data reliability targeting 8 to 13 April
2019 (last week of April 2019 with no holidays). Moreover, six different architectural options for ANN
method parametrization are considered, as presented in Table 1, focusing on changes in the learning
rate and the number of neurons in intermediate layers.
Table 1. Forecast result errors with different ANN method architectures. WAPE: weighted absolute
percentage error; SMAPE: symmetric mean absolute percentage.
Method































WAPE (%) 10.63 9.71 9.27 13.23 9.12 8.9
SMAPE (%) 14.63 13.88 13.63 16.75 13.42 13.09
Processing
time (s) 273.73 211.7 578.45 269.1 289.05 286.22
The presented errors show that WAPE is a more reliable option in order to measure the forecast
performance. The results obtained for one-week test lead to low forecast errors staying in a range
between 8.5% and 13.5%. It is noted that there is a higher number of neurons in the intermediate layers,
although the forecast results need more time to be obtained, these are shown to be more accurate.
Additionally, it is observed that an increase of the learning rate causes a decrease in the time processing.
This is an understandable insight, as the increase of the learning rate causes a less accurate analysis,
allowing to perform searches in less time. Moreover, the time processing decrease effect is less reflected
with a higher amount of neurons used in intermediate layers. It is observed that a higher learning
should provide more accurate forecasts only and only if a sufficient number of neurons is used in the
intermediate layers.
This is demonstrated in the third and fourth execution, resulting in a higher error with a higher
learning rate, which uses 32 neurons in intermediate layers, while the first and second with 64 neurons
and the five and sixth with 128 neurons are shown to result in fewer errors. The architecture presenting
a learning rate of 0.005 and an amount of 128 neurons in the intermediate layers, as displayed in
the sixth execution, is shown to be the ANN model alternative that provides more accurate results.
Although the use of a higher number of neurons results in obtaining more accurate forecasting results
in more time, the time response difference compared with the other scenarios is not very reflective; thus,
the accuracy of the forecasts gains the advantage. Using 128 neurons is more than enough in order to
obtain more accurate results with a higher learning rate. The remaining parameters are the same for all
the six methods: Clipping ratio = 5.0; EPOCHS = 500; Early stopping = 20; Validation split = 20%.
The validation split was defined with a percentage of 20%, corresponding to the insights taken from
several experimental tests in the present work.
5.2. Data Cleaning
The set of decisions and applications concerning data cleaning operations with regards to the
methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 and explained with further detail in Section 3.2. After obtaining
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the results of this scenario, we focused on analyzing how the different cleaning operations influence
the dataset and additionally researched the interpretable level made to the new version of data. Several
processing operations are applied to raw data in order to produce more accurate information. Time
adjustments are relevant procedures that guarantee the flexibility of data, transforming data placed in
confusing and questionable periods to a new version of data placed on uniform and consistent periods.
However, this processing operation is not enough to guarantee flexibility using weekly patterns of
data, as missing information in addition to the existence of information placed on duplicated periods
creates some uncertainty on the dimension of data that might be different from week to week. After
solving the last issues, it is possible to achieve consistent and uniform data concerning the weeks
dimension, an aspect that is very unlikely to happen in the raw version of data. Additionally, weeks
with low activity present in the raw version of data lead to weekly patterns with different behaviors
which are not consistent with the reliable weeks. Furthermore, Sunday’s information, present in the
raw version of data and removed on the cleaned version of data, provides more empty space between
the Saturday evening and the Monday morning, featuring a longer period of low activity. The outliers’
existence is also an issue that, in addition to the low reliability impact on data, provides difficulty
to analyze the data set behavior. In order to understand the data impact present in all these issues,
two different versions of the consumption dataset are compared: one for raw data and the other one
the result of data transformations, which include the missing information handling and the removal
of outliers, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. The sub-figure highlighted in the dashed-grey line in
Figure 3, left side, is a zoom in the consumption data from periods 1 to 140,181 in the right side of the
figure, making it possible to see the consumption in that interval.
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The data are originally very inconsistent, presenting a lot information out of the 5-min context,
leading to an uninterpretable analysis. Furthermore, the visualized outliers in the dataset are very
distant from the remaining data, leading to very unrealistic scenarios. Hence, the raw data visualization
provides low insights. The outlier removal clearly reduces the unrealistic consumptions allowing a
more careful analysis of the consumption variability in the entire set. The time adjustment, aggregation,
adding of missing records, and removal of unreliable weeks and Sundays lead to very consistent
week patterns.
During the whole process, consumption tends to increase and to decrease a lot. Sequential weeks
follow a very similar consumption variability. While following a similar week pattern during the entire
time, it is clear that there are times with lower and higher activity. In early 2018, the consumption
clearly shows a significant amount of energy consumption, namely, 50 kWh. This at some point
decreased to 40 kWh. The impact of outlier removal is further researched in the test set measured from
8 to 13 April 2019. The raw and cleaned versions of data can be visualized for the period 8 to 13 April
2019, respectively, in Figure 5 top and bottom. The test data originally provide good insights about the
consumption behavior during the whole time. The presence of a visible outlier in the raw version of
the data reduces the interpretability of data.
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After the cleaning treatment, which includes the outlier correction, the mentioned problem is no
longer an issue, resulting in a more detailed consumption progress visualization. It is observed that
the cleaning operations, which include time period corrections, the adding of missing data, and the
aggregation of excess records, results in the shift effect present in the cleaned data, ultimately correcting
the total time period to 1728 observations, which corresponds to the six days featuring Monday to
Saturday. Consumption initially tends to stay nearly null until the early morning of Monday due to
the continuity of no activity from the previous Sunday. At some point in the early morning, the device
measures start registering activity; a gradual consumption that reaches an acceptable consumption of
above 15 kWh in a very small period of time. The activity behavior from Monday to Friday follows
a similar pattern that is described by a tendency to stay at a range from 16 to 25 kWh during the
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activity time and a tendency to stay above the 5 kWh and below the 16 kWh during low activity times,
representing the time period between the late evening to the next early morning. There are, however, a
few consumption measures during the activity times that exceed the 25 kWh, which is a breaking point
out of the normal behavior. This, however, is not true for Friday, as the device measurements have
little activity on Saturday during the whole day, measuring consumptions between 5 and 10 kWh, with
no activity at all at the end of the week.
5.3. Training and Test Data Set
The split of the data in the training and test sets is explored using the methodology visualized in
Figure 6 and explained in further detail in Section 3.2. The total dimension of data is described with a
size of 62 weeks featuring the period from 1 January 2018 to 13 April 2019. This is split in 61 weeks for
training featuring the period of 1 January 2018 to 6 April 2019 and one week of testing featuring the
period 8 to 13 April 2019. Figure 6 shows the dimension and behavior of data detailing with more
precision one training week and one test week.
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historical time period of the 61 weeks preceding 8 April 2019.
The consumption variability usually stays on a range between 0 a d 50 kWh. There are, however,
some exceptions that go above the 50 kWh and still below the 62 kWh. While the consumption behavior
during the 62 weeks provides poor daily and weekly insights, it is clear that a nonlinear behavior
is present that notices the activity time for sequence periods followed by low activity featuring a
period out of the work schedule. This is a pattern that is repeated a lot of times, an understandable
behavior considering the 62 weeks; it is logical that each of the six days in each week features activity
consumptions followed by consumption behaviors that are out of schedule before the next day. A
more precise study featuring the last week of training featuring the period from 1 to 6 April 2019 and
the test week featuring the period from 8 to 13 April 2019 provides more precise insight for each one of
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the six days of the week in the weekly pattern present. The consumption data has six patterns for the
train and test sets, featuring a total of 288 observations for each day and 1728 for each week.
In Figure 6, the graph on the dashed green line is the detail of the region selected in the main graph
by the green dashed box. The pattern start is featured by activity below 3 kWh, followed by industrial
activity that is usually between 16 and the 25 kWh, possibly with some industrial activity exceptions
with behavior above 25 kWh and below 40 kWh. The usual pattern featuring 16 to 25 kWh is followed
by a period of low activity between 5 and 10 kWh. This is a daily pattern, with 288 observations that is
repeated five times, one for each day of the week, specifically Monday to Friday. Moreover, a different
daily pattern is present for Saturday, which also featured 288 observations, where the industrial
consumption stays below 15 kWh, followed by the end of the week, which keeps the consumption
below 3 kWh. The redundant daily pattern from Monday to Friday with 288 observations plus the
Saturday pattern with 288 observations reflects a weekly pattern of 1728 observation.
5.4. Forecast
The scheduled forecasts and the retraining process are illustrated in Figure 1 and are further
explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The forecasts are scheduled to run for all five minutes instances of
the weekdays concerning Monday to Saturday. The error metrics are calculated for each one of the
five-minute period, giving a total of 288 periods per day, and thus, 1728 periods for the six days of the
week. The retrain process is triggered in order to decrease the forecasting error. This is a decision taken
every day of the week at midnight triggered for the set of weekdays: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday. Additionally, the calculated forecast on each day of the week from Sunday to
Friday represents the forecasts made for the respective day and with updated information from that
day for the remaining week. Thus, the Sunday forecast will predict from Monday to Saturday, while
the Monday forecast will update the Monday information, hence predicting from Tuesday to Saturday.
The final forecast errors for each train are calculated, as can be seen in Table 2. Moreover, the forecast
of each five minutes period is illustrated in Figure 7, and the forecast errors of each five-minute period
are illustrated in Figure 8. A detailed explanation of the information in Table 2 is as follows:
The Sunday forecast uses a historical period between 1 January 2018 and 6 April 2019 and a forecast
period between 8 and 13 April 2019, described by a historical period of 61 weeks and a forecast period
of one week;
The Monday forecast uses a historical period update, discarding 1 January 2018 and adding 8 April
2019, while the forecast updates the Monday information;
The Tuesday forecast uses a historical period update, discarding 2 January 2018 and adding 9 April
2019, while the forecast updates the Tuesday information;
The Wednesday forecast uses a historical period update, discarding 3 January 2018 and adding 10 April
2019, while the forecast updates the Wednesday information;
The Thursday forecast uses a historical period update, discarding 4 January 2018 and adding 11 April
2019, while the forecast updates the Thursday information;
The Friday forecast uses a historical period update, discarding 5 January 2018 and adding 12 April
2019, while the forecast updates the Friday information.
Table 2 provides an overview of the retraining forecast improvements. The results provided by
the Monday to Friday forecasts show that the improvements are reflected on Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. Although the Thursday and Friday forecasts provide higher accurate predictions
than the Sunday forecasts, accuracy improvement is only reflected for the Monday and Wednesday
forecasts. The error provided for each five-minute period has a nonlinear behavior that stays in a range
between the 5% and the 70%.
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Table 2. Forecast result errors for each train.
Forecast Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Historical 2 January 2018 to8 April 2019
3 January 2018 to
9 April 2019
4 January 2018 to
10 April 2019
5 January 2018 to
11 April 2019
6 January 2018 to
12 April 2019
Test 9 April 2019 to13 April 2019
10 April 2019 to
13 April 2019
11 April 2019 to
13 April 2019
12 April 2019 to
13 April 2019 13 April 2019




N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y
WAPE (%) 9.67 9.37 9.37 9.73 9.73 9.38 9.38 9.62 9.62 9.59
SMAPE (%) 13.83 13.57 13.57 13.88 13.88 13.52 13.52 13.81 13.81 13.64
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In fact, looking in detail at the obtained results, one can see that the proposed approach can be
useful when a change is verified in the consumption process due to the update of factory commitments,
for example. In such a case, knowing that the consumption context is changed, the training should
be updated.
Looking at the results presented in Figures 7 and 8, one can see that the absolute error provided
for each five-minute period illustrated in Figure 8 is described by a sequence of nonlinear behaviors
featuring a tendency to stay in a range difference between 0 and 2. This information, along with the
total absolute error being 20.00 kWh, shows that there is a frequency to stay in a low error range
between 0% and 10%. Some particular five-minutes periods, on the other hand, feature unreliable
forecasts that do not exceed a difference higher than 19 kWh.
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The Sunday forecast initially provides low errors for many sequential periods, until it reaches
a sequence of five-minute periods usually in an error difference range between 2 and 6 (10 to 30%)
followed by a sequential period that tends to stay in an error difference near a value 2, about 10%.
The Monday forecast features frequent five-minutes periods with low absolute errors with ranges
between 0 and 1 (0 to 5%); however, on the other hand, it also contains some high forecast errors that
reach absolute differences between 2 and 12 (10 to 60%). The Tuesday forecasts are featured by many
sequential five-minute period absolute errors in a range between 0 and 2, or, in other words, 0 to 10%.
The Wednesday forecast features initial absolute differences between 0 and 1 followed by absolute
differences between 0 and 2, meaning that an initial tendency to stay in a range between 0 and 10% is
followed by a tendency to reach higher errors more precisely between 0 and 20%.
The Thursday forecasts have errors that are initially in a range between 0 and 1 featuring the 0
and 5% error interval, followed by many incorrect forecasts reaching error percentages above 40%,
until it again resumes the absolute error difference behavior that stays in a range between 0 and 1.
The Friday forecasts feature frequent absolute error differences between 0 and 1 (0 to 5%), with a few
present sequential periods between 1 and 2 (5 to 10%). Although Monday presents higher forecast
errors on more periods than Sunday, the latter presents lower periods that stay in a range between 0
and 1 (0 to 5%); thus, Monday generally presents better forecasts than Sunday, as evidenced in Table 2.
Moreover, while the nonlinear behaviors featured by lower absolute differences on Wednesday are
very similar to Sunday, the better results obtained for Wednesday leads to the insight that Wednesday
presents more sequential periods with lower absolute differences. Tuesday, however, as evidenced in
Table 2, leads to the insight that it presents more sequential periods near 2 (near 10%) than 0, enough
to lead to a worse forecast than Monday. Thursday presents many unreliable forecasts, leading to
worse forecasts than Sunday. Friday certainly presents better forecasts than Monday, featuring more
sequential periods between 0 and 1 (0 to 5%).
With more detail, for the forecast made on Friday (regarding the consumption on Saturday), which
is selected as an example for illustration purposes, Figure 9 presents the actual and the forecasted
consumption for 13 April 2019. It can be seen that the most updated forecast, with more recent data
that is adequately handled by the proposed methodology, achieves a more accurate description of
the actual consumption when looking at the single period forecast rather than evaluating the overall
average error in a certain time range.
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6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a forecasting application using real time energy consumption belonging to
an industrial building and collected for five-minute periods. The forecasts are supported with the
artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm and two error metrics using the Python language and the
tensorflow library.
The proposed methodology includes features that have been adapted to the specific behavior of an
industrial facility. The cleaning operations rescale data to a new version, featuring similar contents with
more reliable aspects suitable to be used by forecasting techniques. Additionally, the visualization of
data is an area studied with detail in the cleaning version, an aspect that was difficult to be processed in
the raw version. The reduced process applied to the dimension of data is a study with great relevance
that discards history that might decrease the accuracy of forecast tasks.
The obtained forecasting results for the different architecture options show that by using a higher
number of neurons, the accuracy obtained is higher, despite requiring more processing time efforts. It
is also noted that if the number of neurons is big enough, then a higher number of neurons provides
more accurate forecasts. The forecast results split for the different days of the weeks show forecast
improvements featured by a decrease in the forecast error. This means that the proposed method of
re-training the ANN at the end of each day is very adequate for this type of electricity consuming facility.
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